1. Course Purpose: The purpose of individual flute lessons is to advance the technical and musical skill of the individual performer through the study of flute literature and technique.

2. The student will purchase all required music. Music purchases will be assigned on the basis of individual needs. Students will have a 2-week deadline to purchase their assigned compositions. The deadline will serve as a test grade.

3. The semester's literature will be selected after an individual needs-assessment is made, during which the student's performance level will be determined. Minimum competencies are maintaining a high level of proficiency in all Major and Minor and Chromatic scales and arpeggios, Major, Minor, Diminished, and Dominant 7th arpeggios. Students may begin memorizing Taffanel-Gaubert 17 Daily Studies. Etudes may include the
following: Karg-Elert Caprices, Anderson etudes Op. 15, and orchestral excerpts. Other literature may be selected if the individual needs-assessment shows it to be necessary.

Note the following:
Students performing Senior recitals, must take note of the requirements as far as scheduling and arranging necessary equipment for the recital.
Recital pieces must reach a fine level three weeks prior to the recital, when performing the program for the faculty hearing. Repertoire for the recital must reach a certain level at the beginning of the second semester of the Senior year.

4. The grade for this class will be based on the following: 80% will be on weekly lesson grades based on preparations for that individual lesson, 10% on final jury and 10% on weekly Student Recital performance. The student must provide his own accompanist. The student is also required to prepare a minimum one-page essay on the composer and literature they will perform during their Student Recital performance. The paper will comprise 50% of the Student Recital grade and it is to be turned in the morning of their solo performance. Each student is required to keep a notebook with their lesson assignments and a daily practice log. Music majors will be expected to practice a minimum of 2 hours per day. All other students will be expected to practice 1 hour per day.

Grade scale: A = 90 - 100, B = 80 - 89, C = 70 - 79, D = 60 - 69, F = 0 - 59

5. All students are required to play a jury at the end of the semester for their final exam. Students must sign up for a jury time on the bulletin board outside the music office. The
semester’s jury date(s) is:

6. Weekly practice reports should contain the following; date, beginning time, what you practiced, and ending time. Weekly lesson grades will be based on 4 items: attendance, promptness (this includes being warmed up for your lesson), preparation, and daily practice log reports.

7. There are no unexcused absences. The semester letter grade will be lowered one letter grade for each missed lesson. You may be excused from your lesson for illness, school activity, or death. You must inform Ms. Goodnight before missing a lesson.

IMPORTANT: If the student’s absences exceed three lesson, the student will be required to bring a written excuse signed by his or her physician, stating the reason for the absence if it is illness related. This statement is due at the first lesson following the absence.

8. Your assignments of the semester will be determined during your needs-assessment, and will be assigned on a weekly basis depending on your progress during the semester.

In addition to the previously named general academic and musical objectives, the following scans competencies will be learned and evaluated:

1. The student will know how to allocate time, money and materials. This will be evaluated by basing the weekly lesson grade on promptness and practice logs. Students will also be required to acquire and pay their accompanist, and buy their music.
2. Students will develop their interpersonal skills by learning to work with their accompanist. The result of this relationship will be graded during the recital performance.

3. The student will be able to acquire data and organize files. This will be evaluated through the grading of the paper and practice logs.

4. Reading and writing skills will be evaluated by the results of the student’s research paper.

5. The ability to learn, think creatively, make decisions, and solve problems is required for a successful music performance. These will be evaluated weekly during your lesson, and on Student Recital performance.

6. Individual responsibility, self-management, and integrity will be evaluated by weekly preparation of lesson materials, practice logs and over all semester performance.

**Places to Purchase Music**

Students, you may call the following music stores and companies to purchase your music. You may open an account with companies with the 800 numbers and/or be billed and/or purchase with a credit card.

1. Music and Arts Harker Heights
   
   254-699-2263(band)

2. Penders Music Company - Denton, TX 1-800-772-5918
3. Carolyn Nussbaum Music Company - Dallas, TX 1-877-FLUTE4U (1-877-358-8348).


5. Austin - Strait Music - 1-800-725-8877 or 1-512-476-6927.